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Spanish Dancers Appeared Here Thursday, March 1

TERESA E. OSTA

Plan Interesting Program

A young American pianist and his twin sister, both of whom are viru­toso in their own right, re­ceived their formal training as a pianist at the hands of such internationally renowned masters as Josef Lhevine, Leopold Godowsky, Gyula Oransz, and Albert Jones. They have been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where they collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances. Teresita, equally talented in her own right, has been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where she collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances.

Teresita and Emilio Osta are the latest of many interesting projects that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has undertaken in the field of Spanish-American studies. The couple has been making a unique personal contribution to the field of Spanish-American studies, and has been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where they collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances.

Teresita, equally talented in her own right, has been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where she collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances.

Emilio and Teresita are the latest of many interesting projects that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has undertaken in the field of Spanish-American studies. The couple has been making a unique personal contribution to the field of Spanish-American studies, and has been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where they collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances.

Emilio and Teresita are the latest of many interesting projects that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has undertaken in the field of Spanish-American studies. The couple has been making a unique personal contribution to the field of Spanish-American studies, and has been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where they collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances.

Teresita, equally talented in her own right, has been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where she collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances.

Emilio and Teresita are the latest of many interesting projects that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has undertaken in the field of Spanish-American studies. The couple has been making a unique personal contribution to the field of Spanish-American studies, and has been given many of the highest honors that travel and study in other American republics, where they collected a wealth of material for Spanish folk dances.
GATHERED GOSSIP

BY KATHLEEN GRANTHAM

"Oh, I need One Sweet Letter From You".

Two of the lot... KATHERINE GREEN celebrating her birthday... will you send her a card?... T. Totter and F. Forever and forgive... the three friends of the Union... T. Jiggs who is a member.

JERRY SHEFFIELD is singing a topical song with a grass skirt from the Union.

A Digger, Better frame for GEORGE's picture in LIL HILL's room... F. B. F. because of her beauty.

And more mail-B. T. with her first letter from MAC since he went away (his recent possession) and DORIS GIBBS with news of LT. CAUTHEN.

BETTY JORDAN is engaged to her college sweetheart, communicating recently that her fiancé got GOWAN what he wanted, a wedding day from a certain boy—just right over here at Moody Field, too, as Betty herself will have a wedding before the year is out. Some discussion.

And Good God MoMo... what of the myriad of letters the lovely freshman scrubbed off by the dozen on Day to Friends, its, the supplement to TAM, has been answered... and enthusiastically—she wants to make it a very special one.

MARY AGNES knows a new wrinkle in the stationery line... it'll be good to see you, ROSS.

This is a very busy time... looking CREEK off to see FETER and his family in Virginia... AILAN, can't she get fun?

Let's talk love... how about you... and PAT?? Good time you two had in Jacksonville!

And "BREEZY" MCCALLAR just travelin' Alone?? Not by a long shot! (she never travels alone.)

BIG CHASE is no "dateless dame"... at least for two weeks... can't last man over two weeks... PRESSLEY and BENTLEY also popular—not for just two weeks, either.

That Soph glamour gal! What could she have to worry about. That guy JERRY can't get out to see her 'cept at the dances... Good guess, she says.

There's ELIZABETH PATEE stepin' out again... This time it's a little more serious... with a couple of dates.

It matters not who wins the game—but whether or not you were asleep and didn't play. That's one way for STAR TARIER to do a job of keeping the fellows in the stands... even on time and even in tennis shoes.

Everyone remembered the date but HENRIETTA.

How to get a Man... Anyone willing this tune just take a little advice from DOT REYNOLDS, JOANNA BARREIIE and CAROLINA B. CAETN.

We're just a small part of a varied plan to broaden success. Along with WACH and VESPERS where you can to a realization of your relationship to your fellow man and God.

The new Cabinet under the leadership of Jiffie Powell, president, and the guidance of Mr. J. M. McPhail, secreta
tor, seems to keep a successful one as the past year has been. To the old Cabinet we say, "A job well done," and to the incoming Cabinet, "May you have a successful one next year too."—O.

For the past three quarters, as each of you students at the Georgia State Woman's College has written, the faculty has carried on and we, the students, have pitched in to make this college the best that it can be.

The names of the staff have tried to cover the news on the campus, and present it to you in an interesting and informative way. If we have failed, then perhaps the staff will do a much better job this year.

To the new staff goes the best wishes of the present staff, and to the new editor, whomsoever she may be, goes the congratulations of the entire staff.

Sunday night a nominating committee, composed of the senior members of the present staff of the Campus Canopy, will submit a list of names for approval at assembly on next Wednesday. After the publication of thirty issues, the staff can now write " só!"
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Saturday, February 14

Martin Calls Our GSWC Library Beautiful

The candidate for the most beautiful building on the campus, and always the easy winner. Miss MARTIN of the GSWC Library is, it may be better known as bookworm haven.

Every time I go into this building, I discover something new that I had not needed. I envy, without a guilty feeling as to why this should be done.

The books, neglected until now, are now available for you to forget and for you to forget. I have found so many that I feel I now have a new book.

The library is spotty, the library is beautiful, the library is interesting, its fowlers are wonderful for the bookworm, I would love to see it in more counties. You might have tried it out!!

Tarver Reminds Clubs That W.B.S.F. is Adequate

In the words of a popular song of the time, "What's the good of smellin' watermelon / chilblains to another fellow's vine... The same maxim of the old is true in a modern form. You are getting yourself into shape, now for the future, now for the future, now for the future.

Making money if you have to give it up to nations of the kind you have and even for your own country. Since it is not going to turn you into a wanter, but it is going to turn you into a wanter, not for just a little bit of money made by dances, parties, parties, bazaars, etc. to this War Bond Scholarship Fund. This was not only asked for a specific sort of way, but it has had the support of the entire student body, and it is a very good thing for the future of the students. This is what is going to be the future of the students.

This habit being referred to so much is that of clubs on campus donating the extra money they have made during the year to the War Bond Scholarship Fund. This was started by clubs first in their own country's entry to the war and was a very popular move with the authorities, student and even government. Since it has been announced that the money made by dances, parties, parties, bazaars, etc. to this War Bond Scholarship Fund. This was not only asked for a specific sort of way, but it has had the support of the entire student body, and it is a very good thing for the future of the students. This is what is going to be the future of the students.

It seems that some clubs are still not clear on this issue and still feel obligated to contribute to this fund, but it is not necessary, as that is why the Fund was begun. But it is a scholarship fund and that fund is now large enough to meet future demands. There are no demands made on the clubs for any money, and there is no demand for the clubs to contribute more money. But if the clubs still want to make it a little bit easier for the future students, that is what is going to be the future of the students.

Contributions made by clubs to this fund are not necessary, but it is a great help to the government and build up scholarship for students in the future. The scholarship fund is always in the background, but it is the future of the students that is the main concern of the future of the students. This is what is going to be the future of the students.

Now when so many things are needed on the campus and in clubs, when money for these things is needed, the clubs need to step up to help, and they can do this by giving things for this fund, and they have an opportunity to do this.

Martin is calling for the GSWC Library Beautiful
Sidelights from Sports Field

By CORINNE DELLINGER
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By WILSON AND WILSON

They’re both swell girls, lots

In regard to people, Mary Ag­

FOR SHOE REPAIRS

MEET YOUR FRIENDS at the

the Soda Fountain at

BOB BELCHER’S DRUG STORE

Corner North Patterson and Central Avenue

DINE AT

ROOSEVELT RESTAURANT

GOOD FOOD — WELL PREPARED

Specializing in Western Steaks

Announcing

the opening of the Ladies’ Department at

BRIGGS’ CLOTHING
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“For a Food Build up

After an Exam Let Down!

BROOKWOOD PHARMACY

For In-Between Meal Snacks

For Dirty” 1 SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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GSWC Library Contains Books For Moments of Study and Fun

By JEAN LAND

This isn’t Book Week, but with a Library like the one G. S. W. C. students know, any week should be Book Week here. This is a slight sketch of some of its possibilities.

A very popular non-fiction book is Ernie Pyle’s War. A description of the Sicilian campaign and the treatment of American civilians by Army personnel. He attempts to give us a bird’s eye view from personal experiences of just exactly what went on in that campaign. Some of Ernie Pyle’s vivid descriptions bring all that day and those men meant to the men who were behind the plans and the men who were “in front” of those plans.

The Green Years by J. H. Crenshaw has been awarded a Silver Book magazine and is very good fiction. J. H. Crenshaw was 14 years old when he wrote a story on the war. This is the story of a sensitive orphan boy, Robert Shannon, who learns to overcome his experiences in national, religion, and social life, through the friendship of an eccentrcic great-grandfather, finds a true friend and at last is on his way to realizing his ambition of a medical education.

Ruth Reynolds, Brave Son is Hahn Mason Brown’s Many a Happy Night, which is an account of the early days of the American Legion. The book is a story of preparation which preceded World War I.

A book of melodramatic interest and villianous action is Beloved by Marguerite Bayliss. Throughout the story almost inimitable as the mystery, is Ruth Reynolds’ passion for horsemanship and her very interesting chapel program was held at the House in the Woods.

Newspaper article: "How Dear To dy To me Heart by Evelyn Stein. Miss Olive Berry presented a very interesting chapel program Monday, February 19 at chapel. The Simplicity Wardrobe Company, as stylis for the Simplicity Catalog, she disclosed many skirt traveling outfit in all walks of life. However, Golden Age Club held their February meet- ing at the House in the Woods. The contents presented by Evelyn Steinert. The meeting was adjourned by the president.

William Named Sociology Pres.

Dr. James Williams was elected president of the Sociology Club at its meeting at Saint Philip’s Chapel, Dr. Williams was occupied as adviser. The Sociology Club is the outgrowth of the Sociology Club which was formed at the Catholic University of America.

The adviser was presented a gift by the outgoing cabinet in appreciation of their help.

Billboards:

FOR YOUR
COTTON DRESS
SHOP AT THE
Marilyn Dress Shop

DOSTA

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Rootin’ Toothin’
Rhytm with
GENE AURT

Cartoon - Serial

SUNDAY ONLY
One Body Too Many

JEAN PAGER
JACK HALEY

MAN ON THE MOON

MONDAY - TUESDAY
Man in Half Moon St.

NILLS ASTHER - Also:
News - Cartoon

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Dragoon Seed

KATHRYN HEPBURN
Also: News - Flashback

Let’s all refresh...Have a Coca-Cola...